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Background to the
Copenhagen Centre on Energy Efficiency
The Copenhagen Centre on Energy Efficiency (“the Centre”) was formed in
2013 under an agreement between UN Environment, the Technical
University of Denmark (“DTU”) and the Government of Denmark.
The Centre serves as the global Energy Efficiency Hub of Sustainable Energy
for All ("SEforALL") and supports the objective of doubling the global rate of
energy efficiency improvement by 2030.
The Centre helps to coordinate and facilitate the implementation of SEforALL
work program- and related energy efficiency activities globally, by:
• Assisting policy change in countries and cities with knowledge, insights and
technical support;
• Accelerating energy efficiency through innovation in delivery models, publicprivate partnership formation and project development; and
• Raising the profile of energy efficiency by communicating success and supporting
outreach.

What does a 'hub' do?
Key activities of the Copenhagen Centre
Building the Evidence Base for Action: collation and dissemination of the Centre’s
information and knowledge offerings, promotion of existing knowledge products and
partner services, and generation of new information to underpin implementation.
Brokering Partnerships and Connecting Stakeholders: Engaging with delivery partners and
building strategic relationships with other energy efficiency organisations. Activities
include Secretariat functions of the Energy Efficiency Accelerator Platform, work on
strengthening agreements between service partners and expert providers, and attracting
new collaborators.
Unlocking Finance: Convening financiers and other partners in creating new investment
models for energy efficiency, including for initiatives of the Centre and its partners.
Benchmarking Progress and telling stories of success: Serving as the focal point for the
Centre’s external communications, including engaging with SEforALL’s campaigning and
outreach activities, and aiming to better communicate the efforts and progress of the
energy efficiency initiatives in which the Centre and other actors play a role.

Some examples of our recent work
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Where do I sign? The process by which the
Copenhagen Centre works with governments

Our broader existing energy efficiency
implementation partners
•

Countries

•

Countries developing energy efficiency actions with the
Accelerators, including through AA/IP processes
Partners to many G20, IEA, UN Environment and
UNFCCC processes
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wider international expert
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An increasingly
important frame for
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Links with active companies, industry bodies,
expert providers and financiers, including
through the Global EE Accelerator Platform

Our key private sector network:
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Global Energy Efficiency Accelerator Platform
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